made an important contribution by identifying order and magnitude restrictions for a pattern of intensities and showing that when they are satisfied the perception of transparency readily occurs. These restrictions were derived from a physical model of transparency. We argue that the visual system does not use intensity information to compute indices of transmittance and reflectance analogous to what an optical engineer might do in describing a physical instance of transparency. Rather, a lightness pattern affects perceptual transparency, just as geometric properties do, through processes that impose an organization on sensory information rather than through processes that recover quantitative descriptions. In the absence of depth cues, such as stereopsis and motion parallax, the perception of transparency occurs when the lightness relations in a pattern favor the perception of a continuous boundary across x-junctions. We present evidence for two kinds of violations of the order and magnitude restrictions: simple and strong. Transparency judgments, although reduced in number, still occur for simple violations of the order and the rrlagnitude restrictions. Transparency judgments occur relatively infrequently for strong violations. A physical model of transparency fails to capture the difference between simple and strong violations of the order and magnitude restrictions. We discuss (1) the basis for differentiating between simple and strong violations of the order and magnitude restrictions, (2) the effect simple and strong violations have on the perception of transparency, and (3) the occurrence of transparency with and without color constancy (i.e., the color seen through the transparent surface looks or fails to look the same as the color seen directly). Metelli (1974) proposed a model for the perception of transparency based on a physical model of transparency. Beck, Prazdny, and Ivry (1984) reported findings that challenge the adequacy of the Metelli model. The implications of these findings were not made fully clear in the earlier paper; thus, in this paper, we present the Metelli model, the difficulties we see with the Metelli model, an alternative model based on processes of figural organization, and an experiment that further clarifies the conditions for the perception of transparency.
proposed a model for the perception of transparency based on a physical model of transparency. Beck, Prazdny, and Ivry (1984) reported findings that challenge the adequacy of the Metelli model. The implications of these findings were not made fully clear in the earlier paper; thus, in this paper, we present the Metelli model, the difficulties we see with the Metelli model, an alternative model based on processes of figural organization, and an experiment that further clarifies the conditions for the perception of transparency.
Episeotister Model Metelli (1974) proposed a model for the intensity relationships in perceptual transparency based upon transparency produced by a rotating episcotister (a disk with a sector cut out). Rotating an episcotister in front of surfaces A and B (Figure 1 
This research was supported by National Science Foundation Grant INT-8418187 and by Air Force of Scientific Research Grant AFOSR-85-0359. Requests for reprints should be sent to Jacob Beck, Department of Psychology, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403. where ot is the proportion of light reflected from surface A (corresponding to the areal fraction occupied by the open sector of the episcotister), 1 -or is the proportion of light reflected from the blades of the episcotister (corresponding to the areal fraction occupied by the blades of the episcotister), a is the reflectance of surface A, b is the reflectance of surface B, and e is the reflectance of the episcotister blades. Solving Equations 1 and 2 for c~ and e yields
ot = (d-c)/(a-b)
and
e = (ac-bd)/(a+c) -(b+d).
(4) Since c~ is restricted to values between 0 and 1., Equation 3 implies that (i) Ifa > b, thend > c, andifa < b, then d < c; (ii) The absolute difference la-bl must be greater than the absolute difference I d-cl. Since e, the reflectance of the episcotister blades, is also restricted to values equal to or between 0 and 1, Equation 4 implies that (i*) If(a+c) > (b+d), then ac > bd, and if (a+c) < (b+d), then ac < bd. (ii*) The absolute difference I(a+c) -(b+d) ] must be equal to or greater than the absolute difference l ac-bdl.
Restrictions i and i* are restrictions on the order of the intensities and ensure that ot and e are positive. Restrictions ii and ii* are restrictions on the magnitudes of the intensities and ensure that ot and e are less than 1. Beck et al. (1984) showed that restrictions i, ii, i*, and ii* hold for transparency produced by a filter, as well as for transparency produced by an episcotisteri; that is, if these restrictions are violated, transparency is physically impossible under the assumptions that the transparent surface has a uniform density and a uniform reflectance. The restrictions, therefore, are ecologically valid.
Violations of restrictions i* and ii* do not adversely affect the perception of transparency (Beck et al., 1984) . This is not surprising since Equation 4 is not scale invariant, and actual reflectances are necessary to determine whether the equation is satisfied (Brill, 1986) . In contrast, violations of restrictions i and ii markedly reduce the perception of transparency (Beck et al., 1984; Metelli, Da Pos, & Cavedon, 1985) . Violation of only restriction i will be referred to as a simple violation of the order restriction, and violation of only restriction ii as a simple violation of the magnitude restriction. Metelli (1974) made an important contribution in identifying the simple order and magnitude restrictions and in showing that when they are satisfied transparency occurs with high frequency. Beck et al. (1984) , however, reported four findings that require a reevaluation of the Metelli model. First, Beck et al. (1984) questioned the interpretation of ot as an index of perceived transparency. They showed that the relevant variable for the perception of transparency is lightness, 2 and not the physical variables of luminance or reflectance. Lightness to a first approximation is a negatively accderated monotonic function of reflectance (Judd & Wyszecki, 1963) . Since it is monotonic, if restriction i is satisfied ia terms of lightness, it is also satisfied in terms of reflectance. However, restriction ii can be satisfied in terms of reflectance values but not in terms of lightness values, and vice versa. Metelli (1985) 
Difficulties with the Episcotister Model
Since lightness is a nonlinear function of intensity, t~' is not a physically correct index of transparency.
Second, Beck et al. (1984) showed that od fails to predict the perceived transparency accurately in many instances. As just indicated, restrictions i* and ii* can be violated and transparency is readily still seen. In actual instances of transparency, if the reflectance difference Third, simple violations of the order and the magnitude restrictions fail to adequately characterize when the perception of transparency occurs. Beck et al. (1984) found that the perception of transparency occurred readily when restrictions i and ii were satisfied. When they were violated, however, stimuli fell into two subgroups. For one subgroup, the perception of transparency still occurred significantly; for the other subgroup, which were termed "strong violations," the perception of transparency was rarely reported. Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the stimuli in Beck et al. (1984) (Figure 3d ) as transparent, but that 13 of 21 subjects saw cdab (Figure 3b) Figure 2 ) are traced out in increasing magnitude, the lightness values criss- greater than those between regions a and b. The mean number of transparency judgments for 21 subjects was 12.5. The frequency of transparency judgments varied roughly inversely with the magnitude of the violation of restriction ii for stimulus cdba. Stimulus cbad also violates restriction ii and satisfies restriction i (Figures 3c  and 4c ). However, no subjects saw cbad as transparent. Stimulus cbad violates the stronger restriction: (iv) The lightness interval [a,b] Thus, violations of the order and magnitude restrictions fall into two subgroups: simple violations in which the number of transparency judgments is less but still occurred, and strong violations in which very few transparency judgments occurred. Restrictions i and ii, derived from a physical model of transparency, fail to capture the difference between simple and strong violations of the order and the magnitude restrictions.
Fourth, Beck et al. (1984) argued that it was necessary to clarify the relation between perceptual transparency and color constancy. Transparency occurs in which the color seen through the transparent surface is seen to be the same as the color that is not obscured by the transparent surface. If the transparent surface was removed, one would be confident that the underlying color would be the same as the color not overlaid by the transparent surface. The perception of transparency in this instance exhibits color constancy. The perception of transparency, however, can occur without color constancy. Metzger (1955) , for example, showed that perceptual transparency occurs with rotating intersecting circles for color combinations in which the hue of a surface seen through the transparent layer is strikingly different from the hue of the surface seen directly. Beck et al. (1984) suggested that the perception of transparency with a stationary pattern can also occur without color constancy; that is, the lightness of the underlying surface seen directly and through the transparent layer is not seen as the same.
Figural Organization Model
A change in point of view is required if the psychological variable of lightness, rather than the physical variables of luminance or reflectance, is the relevant variable (Beck, 1986a (Beck, , 1986b . In perceiving transparency, the visual system is not solving equations derived from a quantitative model of image photometry. Rather, the perception of transparency depends on processes of figural organization. Figural conditions have long been recognized to affect the perception of transparency. What we are proposing is that the lightness values (or, more gener-ally, the color attributes) affect perceptual transparency, just as geometric properties do, through processes that impose figural organization on sensory information rather than through processes that recover quantitative descriptions from sensory information. To render our hypothesis tenable, we need to interpret how simple and strong violations of the order and magnitude restrictions affect figural organization. Fuchs (192"3) showed that the perception of transparency with pictorial stimuli is facilitated when figures overlap. The overlapping of surfaces B and D yield x-junctions, as shown in Figure 2 . Continuity of the boundary lines at an x-junction is necessary for the stratification of surfaces that occurs in the perception of transparency. If the horizontal and vertical contours bounding regions b and d do not appear to terminate at the x-junction, but rather are seen as the continuations of the edges of surfaces B and D, then region c is not seen as an independent region. Instead, it is seen as belonging to either surface B or surface D. We hypothesize that transparency is then seen with either surface D overlapping surface B or vice versa. On the other hand, if the horizontal and vertical lines bounding regions b and d are seen as terminating at the x-junctions, transparency is not seen, and regions a, b, c, and d are perceived as separate, coplanar, and nontransparent.
Similarity is an important factor in grouping. There are two kinds of similarity that are important in determining whether region c is joined to region d or whether it is seen as a separate region: (1) the similarity of the lightness relations, and (2) the relative similarity of the lightnesses. Simple and strong violations of the order restriction involve the similarity of the lightness relations. Our hypothesis is that the joining of regions c and d is facilitated (and thereby the likelihood of perceptual transparency is increased) when the direction of lightness changes across an x-junction is in the same direction.
For simple violations of the order restriction, the direction of lightness changes at an x-junction is the same across the boundary between the transparent surface D and the opaque surfaces A and B, but not across the boundary between the opaque surfaces A and B (see Figure 2) . Across the boundary between the opaque surfaces, the direction of lightness changes is inverted. For example, across the boundary between the opaque surfaces A and B, in stimulus cdab (Figure 3b ), region a is darker than region b, but region d is lighter than region c (violates restriction i). Across the boundary between the transparent surface, D, and the opaque surfaces, A and B, region a is lighter than region d and region b is lighter than region c (satisfies restriction iii). In a crisscross stimulus, or a strong violation of the order restriction, the lightness values change in opposite direa;tions both across the boundary between the opaque surfaces and across the boundary between the transparent and opaque surfaces. For example, across the boundary between the opaque surfaces A and B, in stimulus cadb (Figure 3d ), region a is darker than region b, but region d is lighter than region c (violates restriction i).
Across the boundary between the transparent surface, D, and the opaque surfaces, A and B, region a is darker than region d but region b is lighter than region c (violates restriction iii). Restriction i facilitates linking at an xjunction the contours of the overlying transparent surface (regions d and c) across the boundary between the opaque surfaces A and B. Restriction iii facilitates linking at an x-junction the contours of the underlying opaque surface (regions b and c) across the boundary between the transparent surface D and the opaque surface B.
Simple and strong violations of the magnitude restriction involve the relative similarity of the lightnesses. Regions a and b are always seen as separate surfaces. If, for example, in stimulus cdba (Figure 3a) , the lightness difference between regions c and d is greater than the lightness difference between regions a and b, the likelihood is increased of seeing regions c and d as belonging to separate surfaces. This, we hypothesize, is why violation of the simple magnitude restriction ii adversely affects the perception of transparency. A violation of the strong magnitude restriction iv, such as stimulus cbad (Figure 3c ), requires linking the two extreme lightness values in a stimulus--the lightness values of regions c and d--for the perception of transparency to occur. Linking of the two extreme lightness values in a stimulus is highly unlikely, and the perception of transparency would occur only rarely.
The aims of the experiment were (1) to investigate how restrictions i through iv affect perceptual transparency, and (2) to clarify the relation between these restrictions and the perception of transparency with and without color constancy.
Method
The experimental stimuli were pictures, printed by a Tektronix 4634 hardcopy unit, of computer-generated images arranged as in Table 2 (except for pairs 5, 6, 9, and 12) technically violate the restriction since the absolute difference ]a-bl is equal to the absolute difference I d-c]. Beck et al. (1984) , however, found that the perception of transparency is adversely affected only when restriction ii is clearly violated. The stimuli are, therefore, considered to effectively satisfy restriction ii and are listed in Table 2 as satisfying it.
At the beginning of an experimental session, transparency was illustrated by showing a subject a neutral density filter overlying a gray square on a lighter gray background. The subJeCt also was shown that the perception of transparency can occur in a picture. Before beginning the experiment, each subjeCt was presented with 6 sample stimuli. The sample stimuli were computer-generated ~m-ages arranged as in Figure 2 and taken from earlier studies of transparency. They consisted of 4 pictures that in these studies had been consistently judged transparent and 2 pictures that had consistently been judged as not transparent. For 2 of the 4 sample stimuh judged transparent, the bottom surface D was seen as transparent, and for 2 the top surface B was seen as transparent. Each subject was instructed to report whether the bottom surface D on each of the 6 sample stimuli was perceived as transparent. The subject was asked to check carefully that both the background A and the top surface B were seen through D. Only then should a stimulus be reported as transparent. If A or B, but not both, was seen through D, or if a surface other than the indicated surface (e.g , the top surface B) was seen as transparent, the stimulus was to be reported as not transparent. The purpose of including sample stimuli not seen as transparent and in which surface B rather than surface D was seen as transparent was to check that a subject understood the criteria for reporting a surface as transparent. A subject was then presented with the 24 experimental stlmuh and asked to report whether surface D appeared transparent. The sample and experimental stimuli were presented m a tachistoscope for 2 sec each.
Following the transparency judgments, the subject was told that the perception of transparency can occur in two ways. Often the color seen through the transparent surface looks the same as the color of the surface seen directly; that is, one would be surprised if the transparent surface was removed and the color seen through t was not the same as the color of the rest of the surface. The subjeCt was shown an actual instance of transparency in which this was the case. A perception of transparency, however, can also occur m which the color seen through the transparent surface does not look hke the color of the surface seen directly; that is, one would not be surprised ff the transparent surface was removed and the color seen through ~t was different from the color of the rest of the surface. A subject was shown a neutral density filter overlying gray papers cut and arranged as in Figure 2 , in which the gray papers seen through the filter (regions c and d) differed in lightness from the gray papers not seen through the filter (regions b and a). The sample stimuli reported transparent on the initial presentation were then presented, and the subject was asked to judge whether the lightnesses of the surfaces seen through the transparent surface appeared to be the same as the lightness of the surface seen directly. Following the sample stimuli, the experimental stimuli reported transparent on the initial presentation were presented, and the subject was asked whether the perceived lightnesses of surface A and surface B seen through the transparent surface D were the same as the lightnesses of surfaces A and B seen directly.
The subject was then presented with the sample and experimental stimuli judged not transparent on the initial presentation. The purpose was to determine whether the stimuli reported as not transparent on the initial presentation was because surface B was seen as transparent. The instructions were the same as on the initial presentation, except that a subject was asked whether surface B appeared transparent. As before, the stimuli judged transparent were presented again, and the subject was asked whether the perceived lightnesses of surface A and surface D seen through the transparent surface B were the same as the lightnesses of surfaces A and D seen directly.
The subject was instructed to base his/her transparency and constancy judgments on the immediate visual impression. Before presenting the experimental stimuli, each subject was questioned about the transparency and constancy of the sample stimuli until the experunenter was satisfied that the criteria for making these judgments were clear to the subject. Several times during the experiment, the experinaenter reminded the subject of the criteria for judging a surface to be transparent and for judging whether the lightness seen through the transparent surface was the same as the hghtness of a surface seen directly. Twenty paid volunteers served as subjects in the experiment. They were naive concerning the purpe,ses of the experiment. The stimuli were presented in a different random order to each subject.
Results
The results are presented in Table 1 The stimuli were divided into four groups. There were eight stimuli in Group I. Table 2 shows that all stimuli in Group I satisfied both the simple and the strong order and magnitude restrictions (i through iv). The transparency judgments for Types 1 and 2 may therefore be considered together. The mean number of transparency judgments was 18.4 (the maximum possible mean value was 20). As in the earlier study of Beck et al. (1984) , transparency was readily seen. Color constancy, however, did not always occur, even though restrictions i through iv were satisfied. The mean percentage constancy judgments was 78% for region c and 83% for regions b or d. Constancy depends on the pattern of lightnesses in a stimulus. Constancy was least, 32 %, when region c was the lightest area. When region c was not the lightest area in a stimulus, the percentage of transparency judgments exhibiting constancy ranged between 90% and 95 %. A subject was classified as exhibiting constancy if the lightness of the underlying surface seen through area c looked the same as the lightness of the surface seen directly on at least one of the transparency judgments made with a pair of stimuli. For the stimuli abdc and adbc, 7 subjects (32% of the transparency judgments) judged region c to exhibit constancy. For stimuli cdba and cbda, 19 subjects (90% of the transparency judgments)judged region c to exhibit constancy. Seventeen subjects judged at least one of the stimuli of the pair abdc and adbc and also one of the stimuli of the pair cdba and cbda as transparent. For these 17 subjects, there were no subjects who exhibited constancy for the pair of stimuli abdc and adbc and who failed to exhibit constancy for the pair of stimuli cdba and cbda. In contrast, 10 of the 17 subjects exhibited constancy for the pair of stimuli cdba and cbda and failed to exhibit constancy for the pair of stimuli abdc and adbc. A McNemar test (Siegel, 1956 ) of this difference is significant (X 2 = 8.1, p < .01).
There were four stimuli in Group II. Table 2 shows that all Group II stimuli satisfy both the simple and strong magnitude restrictions, ii and iv, for both Type 1 and Type 2 judgments. Type 1 judgments satisfy the simple order restriction i but violate restriction iii. Type 2 judgments satisfy restriction iii but violate the simple order restriction i. The mean number of Type 1 judgments was 18.8. The mean number of Type 2 judgments was .50. The results show that there was a strong preference for satisfying restriction i over restriction iii when they conflict. The similarity in the mean number of transparency judgments in Groups I and II shows that violation of restriction iii when restriction i was satisfied did not adversely affect perceptual transparency. What apparently is important is the unification of region c with region d. For the perception of transparency, continuity of the transparent surface across the boundary of the opaque surfaces is more important than continuity of the underlying opaque surfaces across the boundary of the transparent surface.
There are four stimuli in Group III. Table 2 shows that Type 1 judgments satisfy the simple and strong magnitude restrictions, ii and iv, but violate the simple order restriction, i. Type 2 judgments satisfy the simple order restriction, i, but violate the simple and strong magnitude restrictions, ii and iv. Type 1 judgments satisfy restriction iii and Type 2 judgments violate restriction iii. The mean number of Type 1 judgments was 8.3 and of Type 2 judgments .25. The results are similar to those of Beck et al. (1984) . Violation of the simple order restriction--i is violated and iii is satisfied--reduced the perception of transparency by about 50%. In contrast, violation of the strong magnitude restriction, iv, strongly suppressed the perception of transparency.
According to the episcotister model, no transparency judgments should occur in Group I~. Twelve subjects (60%) judged either stimulus badc or stimulus dabc as transparent, and 14 (70%) judged either stimulus cdab or stimulus cbad (or both) as transparent. A 99 % confidence interval for stimuli badc and dabc is .30 _< p < .85 and for stimuli cdab and cbad is .39 _< p _< .92. The value 0 falls outside both confidence intervals. The results, therefore, are not consistent with the episcotister model.
It is of interest that violation of the simple order restriction i in Group I]1 reduced color constancy. Fewer Group 1~ subjects than Group I subjects reported that the lightness seen through area c looked the same as the lightness of the underlying surface. As above, a subject was classified as showing constancy if he/she judged area c to exhibit constancy on at least one of the transparency judgments made with a pair of stimuli. In Group HI when region c was the lightest area in a stimulus (stimuli badc and dabc), constancy occurred for only 1 subject (8 % of the transparency judgments), and when c was the darkest area in a stimulus (stimuli cdab and cbad), constancy occurred for 5 subjects (29% of the transparency judgments). As mentioned above, comparable scores for Group I when region c was the lightest (stimuli abdc and adbc) and darkest (stimuli cdba and cbda) area in a stimulus were 7 subjects and 19 subjects, respectively. Eleven subjects judged at least one of the stimuli of the pair abdc and adbc and one of the stimuli of the pair badc and dabc as transparent. For these 11 subjects, there were no subjects who exhibited constancy for the pair of stimuli badc and dabc and who failed to exhibit constancy for the pair of stimuli abdc and adbc. In contrast, 5 subjects exhibited constancy for the pair of stimuli abdc and adbc and fa~iled to exhibit constancy for the pair of stimuli badc and dabc. A binomial test of the difference is not significant (p > .05). Thirteen subjects judged at least one of the stimuli of the pair cdba and cbda and one of the stimuli of the pair cdab and cbad as transparent. For these 13 subjects, there were no subjects who exhibited constancy for the pair of stimuli cdab and cbad and who failed to exhibit constancy for the pair of stimuli cdba and cbda. In contrast, 8 of the 13 subjects exhibited constancy for the pair of stimuli cdba and cbda and failed to exhibit constancy for the pair of stimuli cdab and cbad. A binomial test of the difference is significant (p < .01).
There are eight stimuli in Group IV. Table 2 shows that all stimuli violate the simple and strong order restrictions, i and iii, for both Type 1 and Type 2 judgments. They differ in their satisfaction of the simple and strong magnitude restrictions, ii and iv. Stimuli 9 and 12 satisfy them for both Type 1 and Type 2 judgments. Stimuli 10 and 11 satisfy the simple and strong magnitude restrictions for Type 1 judgments, but not for Type 2 judgments. The mean number of transparency judgments was 1.9. When the order restriction was strongly violated, the perception of transparency did not occur except for stimuli acdb and acbd. Ten subjects (50 %) judged either stimulus acdb or stimulus acbd as transparent. A 99% confidence interval is .27 < p< .73. According to both the episcotister model and the figural organizational model., no transparency judgments should occur in Group IV. The value 0 falls outside this confidence interval. We comment on this in the Discussion.
Discussion
The visual system is adaptive. Our perceptions of transparency have to be in accord with reality in important respects. This does not mean, however, that the visual system uses lurrdnances to compute indices of transmittance and reflectance analogous to what an optical engineer might do in describing a physical instance of transparency. One may take the view that the Metelli derivation is an algorithm for predicting what will be seen and is not a description of visual processing. The visual system does not split the luminance in the overlapping region into two components--the lightness of the surface seen through the transparent surface and the lightness of the transparent surface. The hypothesis proposed is that in the absence of depth cues, such as stereopsis and motion parallax, the perception of transparency is determined by organizational processes. Organizational processes determine whether area c is seen as separate and not transparent or whether area c is joined to area d and transparency is seen. Factors affecting this structuring are specific cues (e.g., the lightness value of the overlapping region; see below) and the similarity relations based on the direction of lightness value changes and the relative similarities of the lightness values in a stimulus. The perception of transparency may be accompanied by an encoding of the lightness value of the overlapping region as the lightness of an underlying opaque surface modified by the transmittance of the overlying transparent layer. This, however, is not a necessary condition.
Figural and lightness cues cooperate in yielding the perception of transparency. An x-junction suggests overlying surfaces and transparency. Lightness values of the overlapping region that satisfy the order and magnitude restrictions are consistent with a perception of transparency and facilitate seeing transparency. Some subjects tended not to see transparency unless the perceived lightness of the surface seen through the transparent layer was seen the same as the perceived lightness of the surface seen directly. Other subjects were apparently not disturbed by the fact that the perceived lightness of the underlying surface in the transparent region did not appear correct and still reported a stimulus as transparent. Constancy in the experiment occurred when the lightnesses of the underlying surfaces seen through the transparent layer were seen to be the same as the lightnesses of the surfaces not seen through the transparent layer. None of the subjects exhibited constancy for all stimuli; that is, every subject reported the perception of transparency in at least one instance in which the lightness of the underlying surface seen through the transparent layer was not seen to be the same as the lightness of the surface seen directly. There were 86 judgments of transparency for which either surface A or surface B (for Type I judgments) or either surface A or surface D (for Type 2 judgments) were judged as not exhibiting constancy. Seven subjects (10 judgments) FIGURAL ORGANIZATION 593 judged a stimulus transparent when both surfaces A and B (or D) failed to exhibit constancy. The results clearly show that transparency can occur without color constancy. What is suggested is that the perception of an inappropriate lightness of the underlying surface overrode the transparency suggested by the occluding contours for some subjects but not for others.
Unlike in Beck et al.'s (1984) study, transparency judgments in the present study occurred with stimuli acdb and acbd. The occurrence of transparency judgments with these stimuli shows that a strong violation of the order restrictions i and iii does not completely preclude the perception of transparency. Informal observations indicate that the perception of transparency for some subjects was not accompanied by a perception that the lightness of the underlying surface is incorrect. Subjects, however, can be made sensitive to perceptions of lightness that are inconsistent with the perception of transparency. Exploratory experiments in which the instructions called attention to the incorrectness of the perceived lightnesses of the underlying surfaces in the transparent region reduced the number of transparency judgments in Groups III and IV. It is of interest that transparency judgments occurred only with stimuli acdb and acbd and not for other stimuli in Group IV. The reason for this is not completely evident. One possibility is that the perception of transparency is favored both when c is darker than b or d and when c is close in lightness to b and d. These two conditions hold only for stimuli acdb and acbd. Metelli et al. (1985) accepted Beck et al.'s (1984) findings that the perception of transparency is determined by lightness values and not by the physical variables of luminance or reflectance. Metelli et al. also accepted the findings that the restrictions i* and ii*, derived from the equation for the reflectance of the episcotister blades, do not affect the perception of transparency. They argued, however, that we are mistaken in believing that figural organization is a primary factor in the perception of transparency. We believe that the role of figural organization becomes evident when the distinction between simple and strong violations of the order and magnitude restrictions is recognized. For example, Metelli et al. reported results in which figural organization cues resulting from pattern movement failed to produce transparency when restrictions i and ii were violated. The stimuli for which motion did not give rise to the perception of transparency are those that we have described as strong violations. For two stimuli (stimuli 19 and 20 in Table 4 of Metelli et al., 1985) the lightness interval [a,b] was contained within the lightness interval [c,d]--that is, the stimuli violated the strong magnitude restriction (iv)--and for six stimuli (stimuli 11-16 in their Table 4 ) the pattern of lightnesses gave a crisscross pattern--that is, the stimuli strongly violated the strong order restriction (i and iii). They also presented examples of figures in which transparency is reported when there is no superposition or x-junction. Their subjects, however, were not naive. It is possible to see transparency under these conditions, but in our view the perception of transparency is not stimulus determined.
It depends on a subject's adopting an attitude that favors the perception of transparency. Our research is concerned with the perception of transparency when it is stimulus controlled. We do not believe naive subjects would generally see transparency when there are no x-junctions or superpositions of figures. Metelli et al. (1985) also found a significant number of transparency judgments for stimuli badc and cdab. These are stimuli that violate the simple order restriction (i), but not the strong order restriction (i and lii). Their subjects, however, reported these stimuli as instances of partial transparency, which refers to the perception of transparency in which a surface is transparent in part and opaque in part. We explicitly instructed our subjects to report a surface as not transparent if they saw a part of the surface as opaque. Nonetheless, subjects reported stimuli badc and cdab as transparent. The conflicting results are explained if for sophisticated subjects the perception of transparency tends to be inhibited when the perceived lightness of the underlying surface seen through the transparent layer is different from the perceived lightness of the surface seen directly.
The eight stimuli in Group I satisfy restrictions i through iv when surface D was seen as lying over surface B or when surface D was seen as lying under surface B. Auxiliary rules are therefore necessary to predict whether D is seen as the transparent surface or whether B is seen as the transparent surface. Beck et al. (1984) suggested that region c is joined to regions b or d, depending on which it differs from least in lightness. In that study, Beck et al. reported results supporting this principle. However, this rule was violated in the present study. The majority of subjects saw B as the overlying transparent surface for stimulus bacd and D as the overlying transparent surface for stimulus dacb. One difference between the present study and the earlier study of Beck et al. (1984) is that region d or region b in that study was never the darkest area of a stimulus. The results suggest that there is also a bias to see the darkest area of a stimulus as transparent. The source of the bias may be that when looking through a filter, the darkest area in the scene is normally seen through the fdter. Another instance in which specific lightness values influenced the perception of transparency was reported by Kozaki (1974) . He found that increasing the lightness of the background increases the likelihood to see the white rather than the black of two intersecting rectangles as transparent. The perception of transparency is affected by a variety of factors, in addition to the restrictions i through iv, that have their origins in an individual's experience with transparent surfaces.
